The BIOS battery used in the Hog iPC console may deteriorate over time and require changing. High End Systems recommends using a new battery CR2032. This document describes how to change the BIOS battery and restore the custom BIOS settings based on the motherboard within your Hog iPC console. Prior to changing the settings, you need to identify which motherboard is installed in your console.

⚠️ **Warning**
The following procedure should ONLY be performed by authorized service technicians.

**CHANGING THE BATTERY**

1. Remove the four front panel-retaining screws (A).

   TIP: Use a 4mm hex tool.

2. Slowly and gently lift up rear of the front panel and disconnect the cable connections. Note the connector labels and locations. Remove front panel and set aside.

3. Using a #2 Philips screwdriver, remove the five screws that mount the computer housing cover (B).
4. Gently lift the computer housing cover so the motherboard is exposed. Look for BIOS battery on the motherboard (exact placement may vary due to motherboards)

5. Push back the battery-retaining clip (D) to pop the battery out. Insert new battery and lock down with clip. Ensure the positive (+) indicator is facing up.

Reverse steps 1-4 to re-assemble the console.

Identifying Hog iPC Motherboard Model

Prior to restoring the BIOS settings of the Hog iPC console, it is important to identify the model of motherboard in use. Improper BIOS settings can result in malfunctions of the Hog iPC console.

To identify the motherboard model, turn on the console and note the model number displayed when the console first boots.